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HARMONIC DIFFEOMORPHISMS OF THE HYPERBOLIC PLANE

KAZUO AKUTAGAWA

Abstract. In this paper, we consider the Dirichlet problem at infinity for har-

monic maps between the Poincaré model D of the hyperbolic plane H2 , and

solve this when given boundary data are C4 immersions of £>(oo), the bound-

ary at infinity of D , to D(oo). Also, we present a construction of nonconfor-

mal harmonic diffeomorphisms of D , and give a complete description of the

boundary behavior, including their first derivatives.

1. Introduction

Not much is known about nonconformal harmonic diffeomorphisms of D,

the Poincaré model of the hyperbolic plane H2 of constant negative curvature.

A class of these harmonic maps can be obtained by lifting to the universal cov-

ers the harmonic diffeomorphisms between closed Riemannian 2-manifolds of
constant negative curvature with different conformai structures [13, 18]. An-

other class is given by the Gauss maps of entire spacelike nonumbilical constant

mean curvature surfaces in the Minkowski 3-space. L3, provided these surfaces

are conformally equivalent to the unit disk and their lightlike sets coincide with

the unit circle [8, 20]. In this respect, Choi and Treibergs [7] constructed an ex-

plicit one-parameter family of nonconformal harmonic diffeomorphisms of D,

each of which is realized as the Gauss map of an entire spacelike constant mean

curvature surface of revolution in L3, and describes completely their boundary

behavior (see also Li and Tam [16]).

Motivated by these results we shall consider a Dirichlet problem, the asymp-
totic Dirichlet problem, for harmonic maps between D with C° boundary data

from D(oo), the boundary at infinity of D, to D(oo). In this problem when

constructing harmonic maps between D with unbounded image, a main tech-

nical difficulty arises in obtaining a priori growth estimates for them. However,

we will prove in §3 that this difficulty can be resolved under a suitable assump-

tion on the boundary data, and then this asymptotic Dirichlet problem can be

solved. In our construction of harmonic maps between D, we first construct

a suitable barrier map at the boundary D(oo) for each boundary map which

is assumed to be a C4 immersion between D(oc). Then a priori growth esti-

mates will be established in Lemma 5 with the aid of their barrier maps. In the

course of proof we also present a construction of nonconformal harmonic dif-

feomorphisms of D, and give a complete description of the boundary behavior,
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including their first derivatives. We would like to point out that using the heat

flow method, a general theory for the existence of harmonic maps with bounded

energy density between complete noncompact manifolds was developed by Li

and Tarn [15]. Applying this result to the Poincaré model Dm of the hyperbolic

w-space Hm , they also solved independently the asymptotic Dirichlet problem
from Dm to Dn (for all m, n > 2) when given boundary data are C3 maps of

Dm(<x) to Dn(oo) with nonvanishing energy density. Recently, they [16] also

obtained two fundamental results for uniqueness and regularity properties of

proper harmonic maps from Dm to D" . In particular, the above smoothness

assumption on the boundary data can be relaxed from C3 to C1 Q (0 < a < 1)

(for further developments see [21]).

As an application of our method, we shall construct, in §5, entire spacelike

constant mean curvature surfaces M in L3, whose Gauss maps are harmonic

diffeomorphisms of M to H2 with C4 diffeomorphisms <p: Sx (~ M(oo)) —>

Sx (~ H2(oo)) as prescribed boundary data. This is a converse of the result

proved in Choi and Treibergs [7, 8].
Finally, we would like to mention some other related results for harmonic

maps. Aviles, Choi, and Micallef [6] and the author [2] proved independently

that the asymptotic Dirichlet problem from a strictly negatively curved Hada-
mard manifold M to a Hadamard manifold N can be solved uniquely for

each C° boundary data from M(oo), the boundary at infinity of M, into TV.

On the other hand, nonexistence results for harmonic maps from Euclidean

m-space Rm to a Hadamard manifold of negative sectional curvature bounded

away from zero can be seen in Tachikawa and the author [4, 19].

Acknowledgment. I would like to express my sincere thanks to Professor S.

Nishikawa for his continuous encouragement and valuable suggestions and to
the referee for kind advice.

2. Preliminaries and statement of main results

Let M be a Hadamard «-manifold. The boundary at infinity or the Eberlein-

O'Neill boundary M (oo) of M is defined to be the set of all asymptotic classes

of geodesic rays in M ; two rays yx and y2 are asymptotic if distm(yi(t), y2(t))

is bounded for all / > 0. One can define on M := M U M(oo) a natural topol-

ogy, the cone topology of M, with respect to which the triple (M, M, M (oo)) is

identified topologically with the Euclidean triple (B , Bn , S"~x), where B" =

{x £ Rn+X ; |x| < 1} and S"'1 = dB" (see [9] for details). Note that there

exists no natural (i.e., independent of each pole o £ M) smooth structure on

M(oc) except when M = H" (see [5]).

The Poincaré model D of the hyperbolic plane H2 is by definition the unit

disk B in the complex plane C equipped with the metric

2       4dzdz        4((dxx)2 + (dx2)2)

{       ' D       (1-|Z|2)2        (l-(x!)2-(X2)2)2'

where z = xx + ix2 is the canonical global coordinate of C. Throughout

this paper,_we always denote by z = xx + ix2 the global coordinate on D

as well as B (the closure of B in C), and regard D as a Riemann surface

by z. Also, we often regard B as a Riemannian 2-manifold with boundary
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equipped with flat Euclidean metric. It is easy to see that D is a Hadamard 2-

manifold of constant negative curvature -1. The cone topology is defined also

on D := DllD(oc), and the triple (D, D, D(oo)) is identified topologically with
the Euclidean triple (B, B, Sx). We may regard D(oo) as a C°° Riemannian

1-manifold by identifying D(oo) ~ Sx.

Let <p be a continuous map of Sx to itself. We say that y> is conformai if <p

is the restriction /|5i of a holomorphic or antiholomorphic map f of B onto

itself. By 21(D), T(D), 2(D, B) and ^(B, D) we denote respectively the

set of all diffeomorphisms of D, the set of all homeomorphisms of D, the set

of all diffeomorphisms of B onto D, and the set of all homeomorphisms of B
onto D.

Let Ii = (Zi, g) and Z2 = (£2, h) be oriented Riemannian 2-manifolds.
Let (yx, y2) and (ux, u2) denote isothermal coordinates on Zi and Z2 re-

spectively, by which g and h are expressed locally as

g = a(w)2((dyx)2 + (dy2)2) = a2 dw dw ,        rj > 0,

h = p(u)2((dux)2 + (du2)2) = p2dudü,       p>0,

where w = yx + iy2 and w = ux + iu2. A C2 map m: Zi -» Z2 is a «ar-

mo222C map if «(tt>), the representation of u in these coordinates, satisfies the

following system of equations:

(2.2) x(uy:=a-2Y,
- r d2uJ      „i , ^duk du<

a=\

+n,(u)(dya)2       klK 'dyadya
= 0   for; = 1,2,

where Yjkl denote the Christoffel symbols of the Levi-Civita connection of h .
The system (2.2) is equivalent to the equation

_2f   d2u       2 dp du du\^
K   ' °   \dwdw   pdudwdw)     '

where

dw~2\dyl     ldy2) dw~2\dy~x+ldy2)'

It is immediate from (2.3) that the harmonicity of u does not depend on the

choice of compatible metric of Zi, but depends only on its conformai structure,
and u is harmonic if u is holomorphic or antiholomorphic.

Finally, we note that it follows from (2.1 ) and (2.3) that a C2 map u: D -> D
is harmonic if and only if u satisfies the equation

d2u 27i     du du _

{ ' ' dzd~Y+ i-\u\2d~zFi~

With these understood, our main results can be stated as follows.

Theorem 1. Let q> : D(oo) -> D(oo) be a C4 immersion. Then there exists a

harmonic map u e C°°(D, D) n C°(D, D) such that w|o(oo) = <p. Moreover u

is holomorphic or antiholomorphic if and only if tp is conformai.

Theorem 2. Let <p be a C4 diffeomorphism of D(oo). Then there exists a

harmonic diffeomorphism u £ 3S(D) n %?(D) such that w|o(oo) = 9 ■ Moreover

u is conformai if and only if <p is conformai.
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Remark 1. If we choose, in Theorem 2, a nonconformal <p in particular, then

we can obtain a nonconformal harmonic diffeomorphism u of D.

3. Proofs of Theorems 1 and 2

We first note the following lemma, which is an easy consequence of (2.3).

Lemma 1 (cf. [13]). Let Zi, Z2, and Z3 be oriented Riemannian 2-manifolds.

Suppose that u: Z2 —> Z3 is a harmonic map. If v: Z( —> Z2 is a conformai
map, then the composition u o v : Zi —► Z3 is also a harmonic map.

On account of Lemma 1, we can reduce the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 to

the following.

Theorem 1'. Let <p : Sx —> D(oo) be a C4 immersion. Then there exists a

harmonic map u £ C°°(B, D) n C°(B, D) such that u\S\ = <p . Moreover u is

holomorphic or antiholomorphic if and only if y> is conformai.

Theorem 2'. Let <p be a C4 diffeomorphism of Sx onto D(oo). Then there

exists a harmonic diffeomorphism u e 3>(B, D)nß?(B, D) such that u\si = <p .
Moreover u is conformai if and only if <p is conformai.

Let tp: Sx -> Sx (~ D(oo)) be the C4 immersion in Theorem 1'. For each

p(0< p<l) let up: B -» Bp:={z e fl; distD(0, z) < log[(l + p)/(l - p)]}
be a harmonic map with up\S\ = p • <p (cf. [13]). Associated with <p , we will

first construct a barrier map (or an approximation) O: B —► B (~ D) at the

boundary Sx ; O needs to satisfy the boundary conditions 3>|5i = q> and the

inequality (3.11) in Lemma 4 below. Then from these properties and a priori

gradient estimates for harmonic maps in [14], we will prove that a subsequence

{upj}jeN of {Up}o<p<i converges to a harmonic map u: B -> D such that

u\Si = <p.
Now, we shall prove Theorem 1' by a series of lemmas. Note that, without

loss of generality, we may assume deg(y>) > 0 throughout this section. Let

6:I-»1 denote a C4 diffeomorphism which satisfies <p(e'e) = e'e^ .

Lemma 2. Let "Vx  be a neighborhood of Sx   in C.   Define a C2  map tp =
<px +i(p2:Tx^C by

(3.1) (¡>(z) = eie + eie-&-(r-l) + \eie[-& + (&)2 - i&'](r - l)2

for all z = rew £ 2^f, where prime denotes differentiation with respect to 6.

Then the following hold.

(3.2) (j> = tp   onSx,

(3.3) l-|^|2 = (l-r).6' + (l-r)2/o   onTx,

(3.4)

(3.5)

dtp

dz

d2yi

dzd~z

= (l-r)2/i    onn,

(\-r)f2   onTx,
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where f¡ (0 < j < 2) are bounded C° functions (depending only on the boundary

data (p) on <VX. Moreover, on a neighborhood y2 (c ^¡) of Sx, $]■%: %->€

is a C2 immersion.

Proof. (3.2) and (3.3) follow directly from (3.1). Remark that 8' has a positive

infimum, since tp: Sx —> Sx is a C4 immersion. Using the formulas

d 1
dz     2e

d_     1  ,
dz     2e

-id

dr

d

LJL
rde

i d \

dr +rdd)

d<
dzdz

we have on S '

dz
= o,

d_

dr

d£

of

d_
dr

i d     i

r dr     r1 de)

= o, d2<p

dzdz
>\2= 0,    J(<p) = (&)

from which (3.4), (3.5) and the last assertion are immediate, where J(y>) stands

for the Jacobian \d(p/dz\2 - \d<p¡d~z\2 of <p .

For p (0 < p < 1) let Bp denote either {z £ B;\z\ < p} or {z £

D; disto(0, z) < log[(l + p)/(l - p)]}. From Lemma 2, we see that there

exist constants px, p2 (0 < px, p2 < 1) and a C2 map <I> := Í)1 4- i<t>2 :B-+B

such that

(3.6) B\BPXCT2, ^\B\BPl=9:
®(BPi)cB pi-

Let <&p denote the C2 map p • O: B —> Bp , and çj^ , the C4 immersion

p • y>: Sx -^ dBp . By the existence and uniqueness theorem of harmonic maps

[10, 11, 12], there exists a unique harmonic map up £ C°°(B, Bp)r\C3'a(B, Bp)

(for any a £ (0, 1)) such that up\S\ = tpp . Let Zp = {z £ B ; up(z) = ®p(z)} ,

the coincidence set of up and <¡>p . We shall next prove a priori growth estimates
of up.

Lemma 3. For each p (0 < p < 1 )

(3.7) A{distD(up(z),$>p(z))}>-Cx

for all z £ B \ Zp, where A stands for the standard Laplacian 4(d2/dzd~z) on

C (~ K2) and Cx is a positive constant depending only on the boundary data

tp.

Proof. Define A:flxß-»1 by A(zx, Z2) = disto(zi, Z2) for zx, z2 £ D.

Using chain rule, we compute on B \ Zp

A[distD(up(z), 0>p(z))]

= ¿(Hess(A)) ((up), (j^) ®(<t>pJ

a=l
dxa

d

{Up)pi*

dxa

¿j0(°^\ ■Xa))

+ (dA)(T(Up)er(<í>p)).
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It is not hard to see by a similar argument in the proof of Lemma 3 in [12],

that on B \Zp

(Hess(A))((u,). (¿) 0 (*,). (¿) , (up), (±-)q(<I>,), ( d
dxa dxa

>0

for a = 1,2.   Since up is harmonic (i.e.,  x(up) = 0), we then have for

z£B\Zp

A[distD(up(z),^p(z))]

,•  d
> ((dA)(up(z),®p(z)))   0©£r(<I>„y —

> - E«Vjra
7 = 1

dxl

j=l

2

-    l-l^l2

dxJ

M*p)\,

where | • |o is the norm with respect to dsj, and | • | the Euclidean norm.

t(<S>p) is given explicitly as

|T(*,)|
d2<D 2<bp   dQ>p d$>p

dzdz     1 - |4g2 dz   <9z

<
ö2«D,

<P

dzdz

02<D

+ *.1-iV "
¿><D„

dzöz
+

2o3      -
1*1

dz

ö<5

d<î>n

l- p2\<ï>\2 dz

dz

dz

From (3.4) and (3.5) we then obtain

|t(<D„)| < C (1-0 +
(1-r)2

and hence

(3.8)
1 - l<*Vl2

|t(*/0I < C

1-|0|2.

1-r       /   1-r  y

1 - |<D|2 + \l-\®\2)

From (3.3) we also obtain

(3.9) i-|<D|2 = (l-r)/3,

h being a bounded positive C° function on B. It now follows from (3.8) and

(3.9) that on B

(3.10) iqwW°^c-

where C2 is a constant depending only on <p. Hence we obtain the estimate

(3.7).

Lemma 4. For each p (0 < p < 1)

(3.11) dist0(M/)(z),0/,(z))<|C1   forallz£B.
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Proof. From (3.7) we have

A[distD(up(z), Q>p(z)) + \Cx\z\2] > 0   for all z £ B\ZP.

Noting that Q>p = <pp = up on Sx, it follows from definition of Zp and the

maximum principle that

distD(up(z), (¡>p(z)) + \Cx\z\2 < \C\    for all z £B,

from which (3.11) follows.

Lemma 5. Represent <P and up as <D(z) = L(z)e'"arg(*(z)) a«fi? w^(z) =

Rp(z)ei'ax^ui'^ /or z € 1, where L(z) = |<D(z)| am/ Rp(z) = \up(z)\. Then

for all z £ B and p  (0 < p < 1 ) we have

(3.12) e-c'/4(l - p • L(z)) < 1 - Rp(z) < ec<'4(l - p • L(z)),

(3.13)
cos[arg(22p(z)) - arg(<D(z))]

2f.     l+Kn(z)\ . /I
> cosh '0êî^yJ - sinh    log

l+Kp(*)\
l-Kp(z))

where Kp(z) = mm{p • L(z), Rp(z)}.

Proof. It follows from (3.11) that

\CX > distD(Up,®p) > |distD(0, Up) - disto(0, <f>p)\

>
,     l+Rp     ,     l+p-L
log -:-^ - log

1 - Rp ° 1 - p • L   '

which implies (3.12).   On the other hand, by the law of cosines of geodesic

triangles in D we get

cos[arg(i2/)) - arg(O))]

= [cosh(disto(0, i//,))cosh(dist£)(0, Op)) - cosh(disto(w/,, <!>/,))]

x [sinh(distfl(0, w/)))sinh(disto(0, Q>p))]~l

> cosh   I log
l-Kp)

cosh(disto(w/), <I>p)) sinh  ( log
l-Kp)'

which, together with (3.11), then implies (3.13).

Lemma 6. For each k   (0 < k < 1), there exists a constant I = l(k, tp)   (0 <

/ < 1 ) such that

(3.14) up(Bk)c.B,   for all p (0 < p < 1).

Proof. First it follows from (3.3) and (3.6) that there exists a constant Iq  (0 <

¡o < 1) such that

(3.15) %(Bk)cQ>(Bk)cBlo   for all p.

Using (3.12) in (3.15) then yields

up(Bk)cB¡   for all/),

where / = 1 - e~c^\l - l0).
For each 2c   (0 < k < 1), from (3.14) we have

(3.16) Up(B(x+k)l2)cBh    for all/>(0 </><!),
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where lx = lx(k, tp)   (0 < lx < 1).   Then it follows from a priori gradient
estimates for harmonic maps in [13, 14] that for all p  (0 < p < 1)

sup \\dup(z)\\ < C sup ^o(up(zx),u(z2)) z2 e B
zeßk z,eßk (i - K)l¿

where C = C(k, lx) and B(X_ky2(zx) = {z £ B;\z - zx\ < ¿(I - k)}.  In
consequence, it follows from (3.16) that

(3.17) sup \\dup(z)\\ < C (410g i^ (i _ fe)-i
zeßk V        1 - 'i /

for all p  (0 < p < 1).
Let II^Hc*.<«(£*) denote the C2a-Hölder norm of up £ C°°(B, D) in Bk.

Then it also follows from (3.17) and a priori C2 ■ "-estimates in [13, 14] that
for each a   (0 < a < 1)

(3.18) \\uP\\v.«(Bk) < C3

for all /?   (0 < p < 1), where C3 = C3(a,k,lx).
Once these are established, it follows from (3.14), (3.18) and the Ascoli-

Arzelá theorem that there exist a subsequence {uPj}jen of {Up}o<p<i and a

harmonic map u £ C2(B, D) such that on every compact subset of B, uPj

converges to u in the C2 topology. The harmonicity of u then implies u £

C°°(B,D).
Put u(z) = R(z)ei'u^u^z^ for z £ B, where R(z) = \u(z)\. From (3.11)-

(3.13) the following then holds for u.

Lemma 7. For all z £ B we have

(3.19) dist0(M(z),<Kz))<iC,,

(3.20) é>-C|/4(l - L(z)) < 1 - R(z) < ec^4(l - L(z)),

(3.21)
cos[arg(«(z)) - arg(<D(z))]

> ^(l-™)-h(4C0]/S1"h2(1-™)'

where K(z) = min{L(z), R(z)}.

Lemma 8.  u extends to a continuous map of B onto D satisfying u\S\ = q>.

Proof. Take a point z0 £ Sx and a neighborhood T (c D) of <p(z0) £ D(oo).

Let W £ W(tp(z0) ,S) be a neighborhood {z £ D;\z - <p(z0)\ < ô} satisfying

W c T and

(3.22) distz,(z,, z2) > iC,

for zi £WnD and z2 £ dTnD. Then, from (3.2) and (3.6), there exists a

positive constant e = e(y>, a) such that

(3.23) 0(^(zo,e))cW,

where ^"(z0, e) = {z 6 B; \z - z0\ < e}. It then follows from (3.19), (3.22),
and (3.23) that u(W(z0,e)) c T. This implies that limz_Zo u(z) = <p(z0).

Since z0 e S1 is arbitrary, u\s¡ = <p .
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Lemma 9.  u is holomorphic if and only if (p is conformai.

Proof. We first assume that <p is conformai. Since de%(<p) > 0 by assumption,

there exists, by the argument principle, a holomorphic map f of B onto B

(~ D) such that f\s¡ = tp. It then follows from the uniqueness of up that

Up = p • / for all p  (0 < p < 1). Hence u = f.
Next, we assume that u is holomorphic. Since u\s¡ = <p , u has only finitely

many zeros zx, ... , z„ in B . By the Poisson-Jensen formula (cf. [1]), we then

obtain

>°8|»<^n(^f)|=¿f^(^)'°6i^)i^.
which implies

(3.24) u{z) = elaf[il^Jj\    forzeß,
j=\ ^        J'

where a is a real constant, since u\s¡ = <p. It follows from (3.24) that u

extends to a holomorphic map of B onto B (~ D) with u\s¡ = tp . Hence y>

is conformai. We note that deg(q>) = n . This completes the proof of Theorem

1'.

Remark 2. When <p is not conformai, it follows from Lemma 12.2 in [13] and

Lemma 9 that the zeros of \du/dz\ or \du/dz\ are isolated in B.

Proof of Theorem 2'. Let u be a harmonic map constructed in the proof of

Theorem 1'. To prove Theorem 2', it suffices to show u £ 2(B, D) when

deg(y>) = ±1. We may assume, without loss of generality, that de%(q>) = 1.

On account of the existence theorem of harmonic diffeomorphisms [13, 18],
we have

Up£2(B,Bp)nC3'a(B,Bp)   for all p (0<p<l),

where 0 < a < 1 . Combining (3.3) and (3.6) with (3.12), it is verified that for

each k (0 < px < k < 1), there exist constants /, /' and /93 (0 < p3 < 1,
0 </</'< 1) such that

(3.25) B~i c Up(B{X+k)/2) c B¡,    for all p > p3.

It then follows from (3.25) together with Theorem 7.1 in [13] that

(3.26) (J(uP))(z) > ((1 - \Up(z)\2)/2)2S-x > 0

for all p > Pi and z £ Bk , where S = ô(k ,/,/')> 0. Applying (3.26) to the
subsequence {uPj}j€m and letting p¡ —> 1, we know that u satisfies

(/(w))(z)>((l-|M(z)|2)/2)2¿-1 >0   for all ze Bk,

and then from (3.3) and (3.20)

(3.27) (J(u))(z)>0   forallzeß,

which implies that m is a local diffeomorphism of B to D. Hence u £
2(B, D), completing the proof of Theorem 2'.
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Remark 3. Since

(3.28) J(u) = \du/dz\2 - \du/dz\2,

it follows from (3.27) and (3.28) that

(3.29) \du/dz\ > 0 (resp. \du/dz\ > 0)   in B,

if deg(<p) = 1 (resp. deg(<p) = -1).

4. The boundary behavior of \du\ and J(u)

In this section, we shall investigate the boundary behavior of \du\ and \J(u)\ ,

which will be of use in §5.

Proposition 1. Let u be a harmqnicjnap constructed in Theorem V. Regard u

as a map u £ C°°(B, B) n C°(B, B). Then u is a Lipschitz map of B onto

itself, i.e., there exists a positive constant C4 depending only on y> such that

(4.1) i m1«j ,a=l

< C4   for z£B.

Proof. We first regard u and O as maps u, <P £ C°°(D, D) n C°(D, D). Let

a be a positive constant and fix it. Take a point z0 in D satisfying

(4.2) log | + |Z°| > 4a.
1 - lzol

Let Ba(zo) denote the open geodesic ball {z £ D; distrj(z, z0) < a} .

We shall estimate Ba(zo) from the outside by a truncated cone. Let rx =

fi(lzol), r2 = r2{\zo\), and £ = Z(zo)   (0 < Ç < n/2) be constants satisfying

0 < 21! < \z0\ < r2 < 1,

(4.3) o = log (i^L . l-±M) = log (LZM . ±±Il\ .
v    ; VI-N     1+rJ       B\ 1-2-2     l + |zo|/

(4.4) cosh(2(j) = cosh2 flog 7^4) - cos<^ sinh2 flog *
1 - \zo\) V      1 - N

Then it is immediate from (4.2)-(4.4) that the truncated cone

F = $o(z0, ri, r2,Ç) = {z£D;ri < \z\ <r2,  <0(z, z0) < £}

satisfies

(4.5) 5CT(z0)c^,

where <o(z, zo) denotes the angle between the vectors Oz and 0z0 in B.

Next, we shall estimate i>(^) from the outside by a geodesic ball. It follows

from (3.3) and (3.6) that there exist a bounded positive C° function h of B

and a constant r0  (0 < />i < rn < 1) such that

(4.6) l-|*| = (l-r)A   onB,

(4.7) |9(arg(<D))/r3ö| < C5   on B \ Bro,
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where C5 = C5(y>). It is an immediate consequence of (4.3) and (4.6) that we

have the estimate

|distD(í>(z),0)-distD(O(z0),0)|

(4.8)

lng ( 1 - |g(z)l    l + l^o)l^
gVl-|<D(z0)r l + mz)\)

< log
1-lzl

+ log(2^0)
i - ko I

< a + log(2^0)   for all z £ ¥,

where A0 = supj/j/inf^A. Also, form (4.3), (4.4), and (4.7), there exists a

constant r3   (r0 < r3 < 1) such that

0<C5£<n/2,

0 < 1 - cos(C5£) < 2(C5)2(1 - cos{)   for r, = rx(\z0\) > r3.

Note that if |z0|>(>/2- l)/(>/2 + 1), then

(4.9)

(4.10) (i-tl^jí^ <2i sinh flog1 for í > 0.
.1 - lzol // V     1 -lzol

Put now r4 = max{r3, (\/2 - l)/(>/2 + 1)}. Then, when rx = rx(\z0\) > r4, it

follows from (4.4), (4.6), (4.7), (4.9), and (4.10) that we have for zeJ

cosh(distD(<D(z0), |0(zo)|^,,ar^z»))

—'WM
- cos[arg(0(z)) - arg(<&(z0))]sinh2 (log ¡ * ¡%j*°]|)

= 1 + [1 - cos{arg(<D(z)) - arg(<I)(zo))}]sinh2 (l0gi±j|M)

< 1 + (1 - cos(C5£)) sinh2 (log (pq§| • ̂ ))

< 1 +2(C5)2(1 -cos{) (^)2sinh2 (logj^j)

<C6 cosh2 (logi±{í°n - cosí sinh2 flog *
1 -\zo\J \'~a 1 -N

= C6Cosh(2cr)

and hence

(4.11) distö(<D(z0), |«D(z0)k,'"arg(*(z))) < log(2C6cosh(2<T)),

where Ax = infg h (< 1) and Co = max{l, 32(C5/^i)2} . On the other hand,
when n = ri(|zo|) < r4 or log[(l + |zo|)/(l - |z0|)] < 4ct , we get from (4.3) and

(4.6)

(4.12) t(/)cßri,

where r5 = r5(a, r4, h)   (0 < r5 < 1). By putting

{°
X = max \a + log(2^0) + log(2C6 cosh(2rj)), 2 log

1 + rsl

l-M'
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it then follows from (4.8), (4.11) and (4.12) that

(4.13) <D(^) c Bx(^(zo)).

We now obtain from (3.19), (4.5), and (4.13) that

(4.14) u(Ba(z0)) c Bx+Cl/2(u(z0)).

It is verified from (4.14) and a priori gradient estimates for harmonic maps

(Theorem 6.1 in [13]) that

1
(4.15)

lzo|

l-\u(zoW
V (—

j ,a=l
\dxa

(zo)

1/2

Ci(l+\Cx)

where C7 = C7(ct,X+\Cx). We note that from (3.20) and (4.6)

(4.16) l-\u(z0)\2<2A2eC'/4(l-\z0\2),

where A2 = supj/2   (> 1). In consequence, it follows from (4.15) and (4.16)

that

y,    ( duJ

j, a= 1
\dxa

(zo)

1/2

<
2A2Ciec^(X+\Cx)

Since zo is an arbitrary point in D,u is a Lipschitz map of B onto itself.

This completes the proof.

Proposition 2. Let u be a harmonic diffeomorphism, constructedjnJTheorem

2', with deg(tp) = 1. Regard u as a map u £ C°°(B, B) n C°(B, B). Then
there exists a positive constant 6X = ôx(tp) such that

(4.17) J(u)>ô~x>0   inB.

Remark 4. Combined with (3.28), (4.17) implies

(4.18)
du

dz
> ô~x > 0   in B.

Lemma 10. Let B¡.(zj) = {z £ D; dist£>(z, z¡) < l¡} for j = 1,2. Suppose

that a harmonic diffeomorphism v. B¡t(zx) —> B¡2(z2) satisfies

Yol(v(Bs(zx))) > p. > 0  for some s (0 < s < lx).

Then there exists a positive constant S such that

(4.19) \\J(v)(z)\\>ô-x   forz£B,(zx),

where 0 < I < lx, ô = ô(lx, l2, s, p, I), and ||/(u)(z)|| stands for the normal-

ized Jacobian of v(z) by the metric dsj,.

Proof. Note that, since the isometry group of D acts transitively on D, there

exist a bounded positive C° function /:[0, 1]-*1 and a conformai diffeo-

morphism w = w(zx, /j): B (c C) —> Bit(zx) such that

(4.20) ||7(u;)(z)||=/(|z|)   forzeß,
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where / is defined independently of zx. Then, by applying Theorem 7.1 in

[13] to the harmonic diffeomorphism v o w: B -> B¡2(z2), we obtain

(4.21) \\J(vow)\\>S¿l>0   or\Bk,

where 0 < k < 1 and ô2 = ö2(l2, s, p, k, f). Then, combining (4.21) with
(4.20) yields (4.19).

Proof of Proposition 2. First, keeping the proof of Proposition 1 in mind, we

shall show that there exists a positive constant o such that

(4.22) u(Ba/2(z0)) D Bx(u(z0))   for all z0 £ D.

We note that, since (p : Sx —> Sx is a C4 diffeomorphism, there exist positive

constants r6  (0 < r3 < r6 < 1) and Cg

|9(arg(<D))|
(4.23) 0 < C8 < on B \ Br6.de

Choose a positive constant a large enough so that

(4.24) X-a + min {log i-.log^jM + ^C,,

where C9 = min{l, (Cg)2/32(^2)2} • Let z0 be a point in Z) satisfying

(4.25) log[(l + |z0|)/(l-|z0|)]>(T.

Let ki = kx(\zo\), k2 = 2C2(|zo|), and n = n(zo)   (0 < 27 < n/2) be constants
satisfying

(4.26) 0 < kx < \z0\ <k2<l,

1 ( I-/C1      l + |z0|
7(T = lOg
4 6Vl-|zo|     l+^i J=1oHt^-ttñJ'

(4.27) cosh ( -cr ) = cosh2 ( log -—\-^\ | - cos n sinh2 ( log -—\-^ ).
\4   J \      \-\zq\J V      l-kol/

Then, it follows from (4.25)-(4.27) that the truncated cone

F=^(zo, kx,k2,n) = {z£D; kx < \z\ <k2, <0(z, z0) < 27}

satisfies

(4.28) T C Ba/2(z0).

_Let Wx = {z £ F; |z| = Ac.}, W2 = {z € F; |z| = k2}, and W3 = {z £

¡T; <o(z, z0) = 2/}, respectively. Put d^~ = Wx u W2 U IF3. It follows from

(4.24) and (4.26) that for z £ Wx

distD(<D(z0),0)-distD(O(z),0)

/1-|Q(Z)I    l + l*(zo)l\M    (d-kx)h(z)     l\
gvl-|<ï>(zo)l    l + Wz)\J-   8V(l-|z0|)A(^o)   2)

(4.29) / 1 - kx     l + |zo|   _>_

-    gvl-|zol"  1 + fci  '4^o

= r+u*(¿)*1 + *c2
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Similarly, for z e W2

(4 JO) dist0(<D(z), 0) - disto(<D(z0), 0) > 1 + \CX > 0.

It is immediate from (4.23), (4.26), and (4.27) that there exists a constant 2c3

(0 < r6 < 2c3 < 1) such that for kx = kx(\z0\) > /c3

(4.31) 0<C827<7T/2, l-COS(C82/)>i(Cg)2(l-COS2/).

Note that if |z0| > (V2 - (2A2)~X)/(V2 + (2A2)~X), then

<4-32) T±Tl-^>1'1 - \z0\   2A2

(4.33) sinh flog (l + N ~)) > ¿- sinh flog \±M) > 0.
V      \l-|zo|    2A2JJ     4^2 V      l-|zo|/

Put k4 = max{/c3, (V2-(2A2)~X)/(V2+(2A2)-X)}. Then, when kx = kx(\z0\) >
k4, it is verified from (4.6), (4.23), (4.27), and (4.31)-(4.33) that for z £ W3

cosh(distD(<I>(zo), |<D(zo)k'-arg(<I,(z))))

.2 /,„„ i + mzo)\\
= cosh¿ (log t _ '   |      j - cos[arg(<D(z)) - arg(O(z0))]

.smh2flog1 + l0¿^
i-i<i>(zo)i;

= 1 + [1 - cos{arg(<D(z)) - arg(O(z0))}]

•sinh2 flog 1+J°W
i-i*(zo)i;

> 1 + (1 - cos(C82/)) sinh2 flog ' l
1 — |zo|    2A2

> 1 + i(C8)2(l -cos,,) f^V sinh2 (logY3]g|)

1 + \zo\\ ■   .2 Í,       1 + lzol
cosh    log -j——    - cos n sinh    log

2'   *' y " \4A2)

>C9
i - kol/ V     i - ko

>C9cosh(^o\ > \c9ea'4

and then from (4.24)

(4.34) distD(<D(z0), |i>(z0)k/-ar8Wz») > \a + logÇ > 1 + )fx.

When log[(l + |z0|)/(l - |z0|)] > a and kx = 2Ci(|z0|) > Ac4, we get from

(4.29), (4.30), and (4.34) that

(4.35) distz,(<D(z0), <D(&r)) > 1 + \CX.

Combining (4.35) with (3.19) then yields

distü(«(z0), u(d^)) > 1.

It then follows from (4.28) and u £ 2(D) that

(4.36) u(Ba/2(z0)) D u(ST) d Bi(u(z0)).
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When log[(l + |z0|)/(l - |z0|)] < a or kx = 2Ci(|z0|, a) < k4, we can choose a

satisfying (4.22) by (4.6) and (4.26). Together with (4.36), this yields (4.22).
Now, owing to (4.14) and (4.22) we can apply Lemma 10 to u £ 2(D).

Then, there exists a positive constant r53 = S$(o, X + \CX) such that

\\J(u)\\>o;x>0   inBa/2(z0).

Since r53 is independent of zo, we obtain

(4.37) (i-"[J(*i)|a)   (J(u))(z)>o-ïl>0   for z£D.

Combining (4.37) with (3.20) and (4.6) then implies

w„)Kz),(i^)V,(q^)V
/g-c'/4A(z)(l-|z|)\2     ,

-\      i-kl2      )   3
'3

-\~2-J ¿3_1   forz€ö(-5)-

This completes the proof of Proposition 2.

5. Entire spacelike constant mean curvature surfaces in L3

In this section, applying Theorem 2' together with Proposition 1 and Re-

mark 4 to the representation formula for spacelike surfaces in L3 [3], we shall

construct entire spacelike constant mean curvature surfaces M in L3, whose

Gauss maps are harmonic diffeomorphisms of M to H2 with C4 diffeomor-

phisms q>: Sx (~ Af(oo)) -» Sx   (~ H2(oo)) as prescribed boundary data.

We first review briefly relevant facts on Gauss maps of spacelike surfaces
in L3. The Minkowski 3-space L3 is M3 equipped with Lorentzian metric
ds2 = dx2 + dy2 - dz2. The upper hyperboloid H2 = {(x ,y,z)£l?; x2 +
y2 - z2 = -1, z > 0} of future-directed unit timelike vectors in L3 is the

hyperbolic plane with respect to the induced metric. The map 3" of H2 onto

D defined by

3»:(x,y,z)
Vl + z' l + zj

is an isometry. An immersed surface M in L3 whose induced metric is
Riemannian is called spacelike. The future-directed unit normal vectors of

M defines the Gauss map G: M -> H2. We shall also call the composition
^oG:M-»D the Gauss map of M. The Gauss map of M is harmonic if

and only if the mean curvature of M is constant [17].

With these understood, we prove

Theorem 3. Let <p  be a C4  diffeomorphism of Sx  to D(oo)   (~ Sx)  with

deg(<p) = 1.   Then there exist a harmonic diffeomorphism u £ 2(B, D) n

ß?(B, D) and an entire spacelike embedding X: B -* L3 with the following

properties:

(1) u\s, =<p.
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(2) M := X(B) has constant mean curvature 1, the Gauss map of M is

given by u, and the Gaussian curvature K of M satisfies -1 < K < -a2,

where 0 < a = a(y>) < 1.
(3) X = (Xx, X2, X3) ¿s given explicitly as

-¡2

Xx(z) = 2Re r   1+ïï
J   (l-N

du
rtdz

tt2

X3(z) = 2Re /

dz + cx,

du

lu

2)2dz

du

dz + c2,

dz + c3
[\-\u\2)2dz

for z £ B, where c = (cx, c2, c3) € M3 and the integral being taken along an

arbitrary path from a fixed point to the point z £ B.

(4) If <p is not conformai, then the umbilical points of M are isolated.

To prove Theorem 3, we prepare the following proposition.

Proposition 3 ([3]). Let M be a simply connectedRiemann surface, H: M -* D
be a nonvanishing real C°° function on M, and x¥: M —► D be a nowhere

antiholomorphic C°° map of M to D. Suppose H and *¥ satisfy the following

differential equation:

(5.1) H
d2x¥ 2*P    9T d*¥

dwdw     1 - l^l2 dw dw

dHdV

dwdw '

where w is a complex coordinate on M compatible with its complex structure.

Then there exists a spacelike immersion X: M —► L3 with the following proper-

ties:
( 1 ) The mean curvature of M is H, and the Gauss map of M is given by

Y.
(2) The induced metric g on M and the Gaussian curvature K of M are

given by

2

(5.2)

(5.3)

g ,tf(i-m2)
9¥

dw

K = H2
d*¥ /d*¥

dw    dw

\dw\

1

(3) X = (Xx, X2, X3) is given explicitly as

rw i    i+¥   d*¥
Xl(w) = 2Re I H(\ -\¥\2)2dw

V2r ,_-,» r-i i-^2 ^X(w)-2ReJ    _(i_|y|2)2_

X3(w) = 2Re /w 2 *P
H(í^ñ

dw + cx,

dw + C2,

dw + c3,
(l-\V\2)2dw

for w £ M, where c = (cx, c2, c3) e R3 and the integral being taken along an

arbitrary path from a fixed point to the point w .
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(4) (d*¥j'dw)(wo) = 0 at a point w0 £ M if and only if w0 is an umbilical
point of M.

Proof of Theorem 3. Let u be a harmonic diffeomorphism with u\Si = q>,
which is constructed in Theorem 2'. In Proposition 3, take M = B, H = 1,

and *F = u. It follows from (2.4), (3.29), and Remark 2 that *F is nowhere
antiholomorphic, H and *F satisfy (5.1), and that if q> is not conformai, then

the zeros of d*¥/dw are isolated in M. Combining (3.28), (4.1), and (4.17)
with (5.3) also yields -1 < K < -a2. Hence assertions (l)-(4) hold.

It remains to prove that M is entire in L3. Note that a complete spacelike

surface in L3 is entire. Thus it suffices to show that M is complete. But,

substituting (3.20), (4.1), and (4.18) in (5.2), it is not hard to see that M =
(B, g) is quasi-isometric to D = (B, ds^), and that M is complete. This
completes the proof.
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